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REVOLUTIONIZE  

YOUR PAYMENT  OPERATION 

 

 

What can the FUZE Payment Gateway do for your Trust Company?  

The FUZE (SWIFT compliant) Payment Gateway will automate, standardize and optimize the entire payment 

workflow of your operation. Using FUZE will create operational excellence in all cash related activities and will 

reduce your operational risks and costs. By the exchange of financial information with all banks via one 

standardized communication platform FUZE will increase global visibility on trade and cash positions and 

eliminate the use of multiple tokens, identifiers and password. The FUZE Payment Gateway includes multiple 

configurable authorization levels, and is not limited in any way to the number of users, number of banks or 

number of accounts. Together with a direct interface with you ERP system, FUZE completes the circle of 

automating your payment processing workflow! 

 

How does the FUZE Payment Gateway work? 

The FUZE Payment Gateway is designed to fully support and automate client payment requests via a secure 

online portal that will route these requests by using universal international banking standards, SWIFT and ISO, 

to the required banks. 
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1. Client Web Portal 

Clients will have access to one centralized 

Clients will have the possibility to easily initiate payment

the trust company. Depending on your payment processing business r

through various authorization levels. 

account or even payment type. Additional 

linked to this specific payment. Automatic

account manager of the various events 

2. Highly Intelligent customizable back office

All payments are filtered in a real time 

compliance). In addition, fees and charges 

through the FUZE Payment Gateway. 

activities within the FUZE Payment Gateway will be logged by detailed 
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Clients will have access to one centralized online overview of multi bank financial statements of accounts

Clients will have the possibility to easily initiate payments that will be forwarded to the 

on your payment processing business rules, the payment can be routed

various authorization levels. The detailed configuration of the business rule can setup per client, 

Additional supporting documents (e.g. invoices etc.) 

payment. Automatically generated E-Alerts and notifications will inform the client 

various events completion of the payment initiation for confirmation.

zable back office 

real time compliance filter against the industry standard black lists (for non

ees and charges are automatically calculated and processed for payments processed 

. The fees and charges processed are kept for further 

activities within the FUZE Payment Gateway will be logged by detailed audit trail and are easy exportable.
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financial statements of accounts. 

to the account manager at 

ules, the payment can be routed 

The detailed configuration of the business rule can setup per client, 

) will be uploaded and 

Alerts and notifications will inform the client or the 

completion of the payment initiation for confirmation. 

 

against the industry standard black lists (for non-

are automatically calculated and processed for payments processed 

processed are kept for further billing purposes. All 

audit trail and are easy exportable. 
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When the specific initiated payment is authorized by the pr

business rules), the FUZE Payment Gateway autonomously and automatically generates SWIFT MT

(Requests for Transfer) messages which are routed through the SWIFT network to the respective banks after 

Trust company Account Managers approval.

 

The online FUZE Payment Gateway will utilize the SWIFT MT940 (Customer Statement) messages for two 

specific features: 

• First to display account overviews

• Secondly, the statement message data will be securely stored in the 

automatic interfacing to the 

statements. 
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When the specific initiated payment is authorized by the pre configured verification steps

, the FUZE Payment Gateway autonomously and automatically generates SWIFT MT

(Requests for Transfer) messages which are routed through the SWIFT network to the respective banks after 

Account Managers approval. 

FUZE Payment Gateway will utilize the SWIFT MT940 (Customer Statement) messages for two 

overviews, the debits and credits as well as account balances

message data will be securely stored in the databases of the 

to the accounting platform for among others the generation of financial 
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e configured verification steps (according to 

, the FUZE Payment Gateway autonomously and automatically generates SWIFT MT
1
 101 

(Requests for Transfer) messages which are routed through the SWIFT network to the respective banks after 

FUZE Payment Gateway will utilize the SWIFT MT940 (Customer Statement) messages for two 

account balances. 

databases of the gateway for 

accounting platform for among others the generation of financial 
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What is the power of FUZE in a nutshell? 

� Have global visibility on cash and trade (Multi Bank, Multi Account, Multi Client, Multi User) 

� Fully Automated Compliance filtering and queuing, 

� Integration with ERP System, 

� Roll out the Gateway to other countries at a later stage, 

� Automatic upload of payment batches & additional documentation, 

� Global department centralization capabilities, 

� Digital Statements of all banks in one format (MT940), 

� Fully automated audit trail , 

� Increased security and reliability/ Risk mitigation, 

� Reduced costs of financial transactions, 

� Accessible for any tablet or mobile device. 

 

 


